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effectiveness of nursing home care has been disputed for some time. No studies in the United States have previously compared
nursing home care with home care in terms of the number of disabled, the percentage of residents with hypertension, and other
indicators of preventive care use. This study compared the rate of care in nursing homes with that of the community. We used a

national random sample of 12,289 persons who were 65 years of age or older in the census population. The nursing home
sample was restricted to 538 nursing homes that had at least 100 residents who were eligible for social security benefits in 1993.

The community sample was restricted to 17,846 members of the community who were eligible for social security benefits in
1993 and lived at home at baseline. The median duration of stay in a nursing home was 2.8 years. There were no significant

differences between the nursing home sample and the community sample in the rate of use of 17 medical conditions examined
at baseline. However, the nursing home sample had significantly fewer persons with hypertension, urinary tract infections, and
visual impairments (p less than.05). These findings suggest that nursing homes may be providing access to care to vulnerable

populations, but they may not be achieving the full range of preventive care associated with long-term nursing care in the
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using c# I have a Problem, I want to

apply two different Style on a
generic type. Here is my Code:

public class Something :
StyleForLogging { public
Something() : base() { } }

[StyleForLogging] public class
StyleForLogging : StyleBase { public

StyleForLogging() : base() { } }
public class StyleBase :

IValueContainer { #region Fields
protected Type _type; protected T

_value; #endregion #region
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Constructors public StyleBase(T
value) : this() { _value = value; }

public StyleBase(string type, string
value) : this(type.ToLower(), value)
{ } #endregion #region Properties
public Type Type { get { return
_type; } } public T Value { get {

return _value; } } #endregion
#region Implementation of

IValueContainer public bool
TryGetValue(string type, string

value, out T result) { result = null; if
(_type == null) throw new

InvalidOperationException("The
Type must be defined"); if (_value

== null) throw new
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InvalidOperationException("The
Value must be defined"); var

typeToReplace = type.Replace("T",
"T?"); if (typeToReplace == _type) {

if (_value.ToString().Equals(value
3e33713323
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